
SHE’S “NO ANGEL:”
JOSH DAWSEY’S NICE
LITTLE OLD LADY
SUSPECTED OF CRIMES
TO STEAL AN ELECTION
According to this Josh Dawsey piece on the GOP’s
vote to censure Liz Cheney and Adam Kinzinger,
Ronna Romney McDaniel claims she decided to
support this censure effort after a little old
lady friend of hers was subpoenaed by the
January 6 Committee.

McDaniel said she was particularly upset
when an elderly, recently widowed friend
of hers was subpoenaed by the Jan. 6
committee after it was reported the
friend was an alternate elector at the
campaign’s behest. She declined to name
the friend.

This nice little old lady is probably Kathy
Berden, one of the two people from Michigan who
were subpoenaed. Dean Berden passed away last
August.

It took me 3 Google searches to find Berden’s
name and Dean’s obituary, and unlike me, Dawsey
has the support of an entire newsroom. But
rather than ask a follow-up question about the
most likely person that McDaniel was discussing,
Dawsey just accepted McDaniel’s refusal to name
the person and published the GOP Chair’s spin
with absolutely no pushback.

That let Dawsey off easy.

Rather than explain that, if it is Berden, she
is someone whom Michigan Attorney General Dana
Nessel has said obviously broke Michigan law.

There’s no question a troop of faux GOP
electors violated the law when they
signed on to phony documents and tried
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to barge into the Michigan State Capitol
in an effort to fraudulently award the
state’s electoral votes to former
President Donald Trump, says Attorney
General Dana Nessel.

But, given the scope of what Michigan’s
top law enforcement official called a
“conspiracy,” Nessel says the criminal
prosecution of at least the 16 sham
Republican delegates is better suited
for federal authorities.

“Seemingly there’s a conspiracy that
occurred between multiple states. So if
what your ultimate goal is, is not just
to prosecute these 16 individuals, but
to find out who put them up to this, is
this part of a bigger conspiracy at play
in order to undermine the legitimate
results of the 2020 presidential
election, not just in Michigan but
nationally? … It creates jurisdictional
issues,” Nessel said Tuesday during a
virtual news conference.

“I feel confident we have enough
evidence to charge if we decide to
pursue that. Again, I want to make it
clear, I haven’t ruled it out. But for
all the reasons I stated, I think that
it’s a better idea for the feds to
pursue this.”

More importantly, Nessel described this as a
“multi-state conspiracy,” something criminally
implicating those beyond just the fake electors.
Given McDaniel’s position in both Michigan and
national politics, McDaniel likely at least
knows key details of any such conspiracy, if she
wasn’t an active part of it herself.

And it’s not just Michigan. Deputy Attorney
General Lisa Monaco has confirmed that federal
prosecutors are also investigating suspected
crimes associated with the fake certificates.

So Dawsey let McDaniel’s claim that she was
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taking action to censure (and possibly fund the
opponent of) Liz Cheney because of some nice
little old lady, without mentioning that that
nice little old lady is by definition someone
being criminally investigated by the FBI for her
role in an effort to steal the election. Dawsey
also didn’t mention that that nice little old
lady might also have information that would
implicate McDaniel personally in that crime.

This is in a larger article that frames this all
as some horserace politics — even if
“unprecedented” — and not a fight about the
aftermath of an attack on the peaceful transfer
of power.

Dawsey published text from the resolution
against Cheney and Kinzinger, describing them as
“two members engage[d] in a Democrat-led
persecution of ordinary citizens who engaged in
legitimate political discourse,” in paragraph
five.

He doesn’t get into the substance of what
Republicans are defending with this vote until
paragraph nine, which quotes Cheney.

“The leaders of the Republican Party
have made themselves willing hostages to
a man who admits he tried to overturn a
presidential election and suggests he
would pardon Jan. 6 defendants, some of
whom have been charged with seditious
conspiracy. I’m a constitutional
conservative and I do not recognize
those in my party who have abandoned the
Constitution to embrace Donald Trump.
History will be their judge. I will
never stop fighting for our
constitutional republic. No matter
what,” Cheney said.
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Dawsey never considers what it means that the
Chair of the Republican Party says that
Democrats may keep the House if a full
investigation of these alleged crimes occurs, or
even what it means that McDaniel intervened to
turn David Bossie’s motion to expel Cheney and
Kinzinger from the caucus entirely into one
calling for censure, a pretty important point
if, like Dawsey, you’re pretending this is just
boring old horse race politics.

The RNC will vote today to say that if the
Select Committee investigation into January 6,
including into Kathy Berden and those suspected
of conspiring with her, is allowed to continue,
the Democrats may to keep the House, a fairly
stunning concession that hints at the depths of
the conspiracy.

But instead of telling that story, horse race
journalist and WaPo’s full-time Mar-a-Lago
stenographer wants to tell the story about nice
little old ladies.

Update: Via JR, it turns out Berden has some
curious ties with McDaniel.

McDaniel was reelected as chair of the
RNC in January 2019, with Trump’s
endorsement. Two days earlier, her PAC
paid $5,000 to Kathleen Berden, a voting
member of the RNC, a volunteer position.
Reed said the PAC paid Berden because
she “whipped votes” for McDaniel’s
reelection. He would not address why
McDaniel needed Berden’s services or
whether it was appropriate for McDaniel
to pay a volunteer RNC voting member to
influence fellow voters.

When reached for comment, Berden
declined to elaborate on her work for
McDaniel.

h/t unhuh who first focused on this paragraph
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